
Divide and Conquer for the Solution of Banded Linear Systems ofEquationsM. HeglandComputer Sciences LaboratoryAustralian National UniversityCanberra, ACT, 0200AbstractAn algorithm for the solution of banded linear sys-tems is presented and discussed which combines stabil-ity with scalability. This is achieved by implementingdivide and conquer for Gaussian elimination with par-tial pivoting. Earlier divide and conquer algorithmsfor Gaussian elimination have problems with instabil-ities and can even break down as they implement amore restricted form of pivoting.The key observation used for the implementation isthe invariance of LU factorization with partial pivotingunder permutations. Theoretical analysis shows thatthe algorithm has low redundancy, a high degree ofparallelism and relatively low communication.1 IntroductionOne of the di�culties in the development of paral-lel numerical algorithms is to maintain the precisionof the sequential algorithm while achieving speedupthrough parallelism. An example of this is the solu-tion of banded linear systemsAx = b (1)with small bandwidths. Whereas sequential methodsimplement Gaussian elimination with partial pivot-ing, the suggested parallel methods so far only userestricted forms of pivoting or do not do any pivot-ing for stability at all [1, 2]. This contrasts with thecase of dense linear systems (which are used in thestandard LINPACK benchmarks [3]). For dense lin-ear systems partial pivoting is used routinely as theother schemes can lead to poor accuracy and can evenbreak down [4].Current parallel solvers partition A into blocks.They break down if the diagonal blocks are singular.An example isA = 2664 �1 11 �1 11 �1 11 �1 3775

which is regular but the diagonal 2x2 blocksA1;2 = � �1 11 �1 �are singular.Near break-down where the diagonal blocks are ill-conditioned while the full matrix is well-conditionedoccur frequently in practice. This ill-conditioning ofthe diagonal blocks has a severe impact on the preci-sion of the current parallel solvers. In the case ofA = 26666664 q 11 q 11 q 11 q 11 q 11 q 37777775with q = 1:4142 the rounding error of Gaussian elimi-nation was found to be 10'000 times larger for a typicalcurrent parallel method than for the new method sug-gested here. These situations are very likely to occurin practice for larger matrices. Examples are encoun-tered in the solution of eigenvalue problems by inverseiteration. Thus the method suggested here is certainlycompetitive as the earlier methods are often incapableof solving the problem.This de�ciency of current parallel banded solvers isaddressed in the following and a new approach is sug-gested which allows the e�cient parallel implementa-tion of Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting forbanded linear systems. A di�erent approach, althoughonly for the vectorized solution of tridiagonal systemswas suggested by Hegland [5]. A disadvantage of theearlier method was the di�culty of the implementa-tion. With the new approach this disadvantage disap-pears and the implementation compares well with theother divide and conquer methods based on Gaussianelimination.Basically, the new algorithm has two parts: Firstthe original problem is reformulated. Then a divide



and conquer algorithm is used to solve the reformu-lated problem. Of course the reformulation has tobe such that the precision achievable for the originalproblem is not compromised. This \stable" reformu-lation is what distinguishes the new algorithm fromearlier attempts.The computations in the reformulated problemturn out to be exactly the same as they would havebeen for the original problem but the data locates indi�erent places. In fact, the reformulated problemis obtained from Equation 1 by permutation and isPAx = Pb for an appropriate permutation matrix P .It will be seen that Gaussian elimination with partialpivoting (and a tie breaking strategy) is computation-ally invariant under permutations. The permutationused here is referred to as reformulation as no datamovement is involved, the permutation is purely \vir-tual".The reformulated problem is a block bidiagonal sys-tem and the diagonal blocks are lower triangular andbanded with (lower) bandwidths equal to the sum ofthe upper and lower bandwidth of the original prob-lem. The number of block-rows of the system is equalto the number of processors and each processor con-tains one block-row. The divide and conquer methodto solve the block bidiagonal system consists of twostages: In the �rst \concurrent" stage all the inde-pendent elimination is done and a block-bidiagonalsystem with the same number of blocks as the �rstblock-bidiagonal system but with much smaller blocksizes is obtained. The second stage consists of a cyclicreduction method to solve the \reduced" block bidi-agonal system.The solution of a linear system of equations usu-ally consists of three stages: First, in the elimina-tion stage the matrix A is factorized, then, usingthis factorization, the system is solved with forward-elimination and back-substitution [4]. In the follow-ing only the elimination stage, i.e., the factorizationof the matrix A is discussed. However, the discussioneasily extends to the forward-elimination and back-substitution stages as well. The algorithm discussedhere also extends to QR factorization, see [6] for arelated algorithm for QR factorization on vector pro-cessors.2 Reformulation and shift invarianceThis section has two aims: First, to introduce theclass of cyclically banded matrices. This class is a su-perset of the class of banded matrices and has some es-sential invariance properties under shift permutationswhich are fundamental to the new algorithms. Thesecond aim of this section is to show that Gaussianelimination with partial pivoting is invariant under

shifts.De�nition 1 A matrix A = [�i;j=1;:::;n] is cyclicallybanded with lower bandwidth kl and upper bandwidthku if �i;j = 0 if 8<: mod(n+ j � i; n) > kuandmod(n+ i� j; n) > klThe set of cyclically banded matrices with lower band-width kl and upper bandwidth ku is denoted by Bnkl;kuand, for short, Bnk = Bnk;0.Cyclically banded matrices arise, e.g., from discretizedboundary value problems with periodic boundary con-ditions or periodic splines [7]. If ku+kl � n then Bnkl;kucoincides with Rn;n, the set of all n � n matrices. Asan example, the nonzero structure of the matrices inB62;1 is: 26666664 x x x xx x x xx x x xx x x xx x x xx x x x 37777775Banded matrices are examples of cyclically bandedmatrices. Thus any algorithms for cyclically bandedmatrices also apply to banded matrices. While thereis usually a tradeo� in complexity for the larger gener-ality this is not the case for parallel algorithms (whichhave the same complexity for banded and cyclicallybanded matrices).The bipartite graphs of cyclically banded matricesare rotationally symmetric. This is formulated moreconcisely using shift matrices. Let S denote the shiftmatrix where Sx = (�n; �1; : : : ; �n�1)T for every x =(�1; : : : ; �n)T 2 Rn. Then cyclically banded matricesare invariant under shifts.Proposition 2 If A 2 Bnkl;ku and S is the shift matrixthen (a) SAST 2 Bnkl;ku(b) if ku � 1 then SA 2 Bnkl+1;ku�1(c) SkuA 2 Bnkl+kuProof: The proof of this proposition is obtainedby applying the de�nitions of S and Bnkl;ku .The last statement in Proposition 2 gives rise to thereformulation of the problem. It says that with an ap-propriate shift any cyclically banded matrix, and, inparticular any banded matrix, can be mapped intoa cyclically banded matrix with upper bandwidth



ku = 0. In contrast, simple bandedness is not pre-served. As a consequence, algorithms for cyclicallybanded matrices with upper bandwidth 0 can be usedto solve systems with cyclically banded matrices witharbitrary bandwidths, including the ordinary bandedmatrices and this is done by premultiplying the sys-tem with a permutation. For example, B61;2 is mappedonto B63;0 which consists of matrices with the followingnonzero structure:26666664 x x x xx x x xx x x xx x x xx x x xx x x x 37777775Note that this matrix has no nonzeros in the lower leftcorner and the only nonzeros in the upper half are inthe upper right corner. In the remaining sections par-allel algorithms for such matrices will be developed.Before that, it will be demonstrated that permutingthe system does not introduce any new numerical er-rors.Gaussian elimination [4] is de�ned as a sequence ofelimination steps acting on a sequence of matrices ofdiminishing size. Each of these steps consists of twostages: In a �rst stage the pivot row is determinedand interchanged with the �rst row. It is assumedthat the choice of the pivot row depends only on thecomponents of the row and not on the row index andis unique. Thus if two potential pivots are of the samesize a tie braking strategy is used which depends noton the position of the pivot but only on the matrixentries. The second stage of the elimination processis the actual elimination which mainly consists of theformation of the Schur complement of the pivot. Thetwo stages of a �rst elimination step are summarizedby the factorizationP̂A = � � wTv C � (2)= � 1 0v=� In�1 � � � wT0 C � vwT =� � :The factorization then continues by recursively apply-ing this idea until P1(C � vwT =�) = L1U1 is ob-tained. From this factorization one gets the factor-ization PA = LU [4] de�ned by Gaussian eliminationwith partial pivoting withL = � 1 0PT1 v=� L1 � and U = � � wT0 U1 �and P = � 1 P1 � P̂ .

If Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting hasthe properties just described it is invariant under per-mutations in the following sense.Proposition 3 Let A0 = QA for a permutation Q,PA = LU and P 0A0 = L0U 0 de�ned by the LU factor-ization with partial pivoting. Then L = L0, U = U 0and P = P 0Q.Proof: The �rst pivot row has to be the samefor A and A0 as the rows have only changed in theirorder by the permutation. Thus the �rst row of U isthe same as the �rst row of U 0. The rest follows byinduction.The invariance of Gaussian elimination under per-mutations can also be used to get distribution-independent algorithms [8].In view of Propositions 2 and 3 the algorithm tofactorize (cyclically) banded matrices A 2 Bnkl;ku is1. Permute A to B := SkuA.2. Factorize B such that PBB = LUAs a consequence the factorization de�ned by Gaus-sian elimination with partial pivoting is obtained asPA = LU with P = PBSku . The reformulation stepor permutation is done by reinterpreting the meaningof the data in the memory and thus does not requireany data movements.3 Concurrent stageDivide-and-conquer methods usually have twostages [9]: In the �rst, concurrent stage independentsubproblems are solved without the need for commu-nication. The second stage consists of the combinationof solutions of the subproblems to produce the solu-tion to the overall problem. In case of linear equationsolvers the subproblems correspond to a representa-tion of the matrix A as a block matrix.Proposition 4 Let n = pq, q > k, p > 1 and A 2 Bnk .Then A is block-bidiagonal,A = 26664 A1 B1B2 A2. . . . . .Bp Ap 37775 (3)and the blocks Ar = ��ri;j� are banded lower triangularmatrices with (lower) bandwidth k, i.e., �ri;j = 0 ifj > i or if i > j+ k, and Br = ��ri;j� where �ri;j = 0 ifj < q � k + i.



The blocking is connected with the data distribu-tion and it will be assumed that blocks Ar and Br willreside on processor r for r = 1; : : : ; p.For example, if k = 2 and q = 6 then the nonzerostructure of the blocks isAr = 26666664 xx xx x xx x xx x xx x x 37777775and Br = 26666664 x xx 37777775 :The case p = 1 is di�erent as here A = A1+B1 wherethe A1 and B1 have the structure de�ned above.Now, in order to eliminate the �rst unknown fromthe system, a pivot has to be chosen from the �rstcolumn of A. As the �rst column of B2 is zero thepivot must be an entry in A1, and the subsequent rowinterchange and even the elimination step does nota�ect other blocks than A1 and B1 and, in particular,can be done on Processor 1 without any consultationswith the other processors.With the same reasoning, the q+ 1st unknown canbe eliminated independently on Processor 2 and thesame holds for the 2q + 1st unknown on Processor 3etc. Furthermore, all these elimination steps can bedone concurrently. After one concurrent eliminationstep eliminating one unknown on each processor theremaining Schur complement is of order n�p = p(q�1). If q = k+1 the concurrent part of the algorithm isthen completed. In the case q > k + 1 the concurrentstep has to be repeated q�k�1 times. After conclusionof the concurrent part, the cyclic reduction part, whichis described in the next section, can start.The matrix factorization which summarizes the op-erations done on processor r during the concurrentelimination of the unknowns 1; q+ 1; 2q+ 1; : : : isP̂rAr = � �r wTrvr Cr � (4)= � 1 0vr=�r Iq�1 � � �r wTr0 Cr � vrwTr =�r �and̂PrBr = � uTrDr � (5)

= � 1 0vr=�r Iq�1 � � uTrDr � vruTr =�r � :The Schur complement does not have the originalnonzero structure anymore. A little wave can appearin Ar and the nonzero block of Br becomes rectan-gular. The following de�nes this structure more con-cisely and it is suggested to call this a wave matrix.Wave matrices are invariant under concurrent Schurcomplements.De�nition 5 A matrix A is a wave matrix with band-width k and p waves if it is block bidiagonal,A = 26664 A1 B1B2 A2. . . . . .Bp Ap 37775and if Ar = [�ij], Br = ��rij� and �rij = 0 if i > j + kor j > max(i; k) and �rij = 0 if k < max(i; q� j). Theset of wave matrices is denoted by Wn;pk .For example, if n = pq and q = 6, k = 2 then thediagonal blocks Ar have the structure26666664 x xx xx x xx x xx x xx x x 37777775and the o�diagonal blocks Br have the structure26666664 x xx x 37777775 :Proposition 6 Let A 2 Wn;pk be a wave matrix andlet A0 = 26664 A01 B01B02 A02. . . . . .B0p A0p 37775be the reduced system after one concurrent eliminationstep, i.e.,A0r = Cr � vrwTr =�r; B0r = Dr � vruTr =�rwhere Cr; Dr ; ur; vr; wr and �r are de�ned in Equa-tions (4) and (5). Then A0 is a wave matrix, in par-ticular A0 2 Wn�p;pk .



The number of oating point operations does de-pend on the choice of the pivot. Two cases can occur:Either the pivot resides in rows 1 to k. In this case therow interchange does not change the nonzero structureof Ar or Br . In this case the computation of the Schurcomplement requires 2k(k � 1) oating point opera-tions for A0r , 2(k � 1)k + k oating point operationsfor B0r plus k divisions for vr=�r. This gives a total of2k(2k � 1) oating point operations for the �rst case.In the second case the pivot row is the row k + 1.After an interchange with the �rst row the nonzerostructure is modi�ed. In this case the forming of A0rrequires 2k(k � 1) + k oating point operations, B0rrequires 0 oating point operations and again k divi-sions are required for vr=�r. This gives a total of 2k2oating point operations.Note that actually the \worst case" where the rowk+1 is chosen as pivot requires less oating point oper-ations than the others! For an estimate the maximumhas to be taken which is 2k(2k � 1). In total, eachprocessor has to do q � k steps such that the numberof oating point operations required per processor isfl=p = (q � k)2k(2k � 1)or summed over all p processorsfl = p(q � k)2k(2k � 1) = (n� pk)2k(2k � 1):This oating point operation count is an upper boundand with careful coding it could be decreased substan-tially for special cases, for example, the matrixBr canslowly disappear during the elimination process if theoriginal matrix is large enough and diagonally dom-inant enough (see [5] for a method which takes thisinto account for tridiagonal matrices). Diagonal dom-inance has also been used to generate early terminat-ing cyclic reduction, see [10]. A new parallel solverusing diagonal dominance is the overlapped partitionsmethod (OPM) [11, 12].The e�ects of early termination or incomplete fac-torization still remain to be analyzed in detail for themethod suggested here. In addition, overlapped par-titioning might lead to very fast and stable method ifcombined with the algorithm presented here. Anotheropen question is to how the \wave" is represented andhow the case of no wave is treated. It is suggestedthat sparse matrix methods could be applied.

4 Cyclic reductionAfter completing the concurrent steps one is leftwith a block bidiagonal matrix A0:A0 = 26664 A01 B01B02 A02. . . . . .B0p A0p 37775Processor i contains one diagonal block A0i and thecorresponding o�diagonal block B0i in its local mem-ory. All the blocks are dense k by k matrices. Thissystem is then solved by a variant of cyclic reduction.Assume for simplicity that the number of processorsis a power of 2. Then log2(p) reduction steps are re-quired to complete the factorization.Each reduction step has two phases: A communica-tion phase and a computation phase. In the communi-cation phase half of the processors send their blocks tothe other half of the processors. More precisely, pro-cessor 2i � 1 either sends its blocks A2i�1 and B2i�1to the corresponding even numbered processor 2i orreceives the blocks A2i, B2i from processor 2i wherei = 1; : : : ; p=2. Choosing sender and receiver can bedone such as to increase the amount of local commu-nication and decrease non-local communication in hi-erarchical networks.Mathematically, the communication phase corre-sponds to a re-blocking of the matrix:A0 = 26664 ~A01 ~B01~B02 ~A02. . . . . .~B0p=2 ~A0p=2 37775where ~A0i = " A02i�1 0B02i A02i #and ~B0i = " 0 B02i�10 0 # ; i = 1; : : : ; p=2:In the computational stage a concurrent elimination ofthe �rst k unknowns corresponding to each ~Ai can bedone. This stage has some similarity with the earlierconcurrent elimination stage, however, the structureof the blocks is slightly di�erent.After the concurrent elimination stage anothercommunication stage of the next reduction step redis-tributes the matrix to p=4 processors and a concurrentelimination again halves the number of unknowns and



so on until only one processor has a dense system oforder 2k which is then factorized. A characteristicfeature of this type of reduction algorithm is that thedegree of parallelism [9] is halved at every step.At each step 2k2 numbers are communicated be-tween sender and receiver. The number of oatingpoint operations isfl = kXj=1 2(2k� j)2 + (2k � j) = 143 k3 � 32k2 � 16k:At the end a 2k by 2k system has to be solved. Thisrequires fl = 2k�1Xj=1 2j2 + j = 163 k3 � 2k2 � 13koating point operations.5 ScalabilityThe scalability of parallel algorithms is limited byvarious factors including redundancy, degree of par-allelism and communication overhead. These factorsshall now be discussed for the new algorithm.The number of oating point operations is clearlydependent on the algorithm. Sequential algorithmsusually have been optimized to minimize operationcounts. These optimized algorithms often do not par-allelize well and other algorithms with more oatingpoint operations have to be chosen for parallel execu-tion. This is also the case for the algorithm studiedhere which is not optimal with respect to the oat-ing point operation count. The ratio of oating pointoperations required for the algorithm used for p pro-cessors and the one used on 1 processor is called re-dundancy [9]. For Gaussian elimination with pivotingthe oating point operation count can depend heavilyon the numerical values. In the following, the oatingpoint operation count is understood to be the best up-per bound on oating point operations which can beobtained if nothing about the numerical values of thenonzero matrix entries is known.By summing up the oating point operation countsobtained in the previous sections on gets that the totaloating point operation count of the new algorithm forA 2 Wn;pk on p processors:flp = 2k(2k � 1)n+ k6 (4k � 1)(k + 1)p� k2(4k � 1):In a similar way one gets the oating point operationcount for A 2 Wn;1k on one processor:fl1 = 2k(2k � 1)n� k3 (4k � 1)(2k � 1):

The redundancy is then approximately in the case ofvery small bandwidths, i.e., k3 � n:rp;n;k = flp=fl1 = 1 + k(4k� 1)(k + 1)12k(2k � 1) pn:In particular, rp;n;2 = 1 + 0:58 pn and rp;n;4 = 1 +0:9 pn . Asymptotically in n there is thus no redundancyfor �xed p and small k. Thus the algorithm is veryscalable from this point of view.The picture is di�erent if the algorithm is to beused to solve ordinary banded linear systems. For abanded linear system with lower bandwidth kl andupper bandwidth ku the oating point operation countis [1] approximately for small ku and kl:fl1 = (2kl + 2ku + 1)kl n:The approximate oating point operation count forthe new parallel algorithm is obtained by substitutingk = ku + kl:flp = 2(kl + ku)(2kl + 2ku � 1)n+ kl + ku6 (4kl + 4ku � 1)(kl + ku + 1) p:In this case the redundancy is for small bandwidths:rp;n;ku;kl = 2(kl + ku)(2kl + 2ku � 1)(2kl + 2ku + 1)kl+ (kl + ku)(4kl + 4ku � 1)(kl + ku + 1)6(2kl + 2ku + 1)kl pn:Asymptotically for large n one getsrp;1;ku;kl = 2(kl + ku)(2kl + 2ku � 1)(2kl + 2ku + 1)kl :This is bounded from above by 2+ 2kukl so for bandedmatrices with ku = kl the upper bound of the redun-dancy is 4. For tridiagonal and pentadiagonal matri-ces one has rp;1;1;1 = 2:4 and rp;1;2;2 = 3:1. Theseasymptotic ratios compare well to the redundanciesfor Gaussian elimination without pivoting or Choleskyfactorization which can be found in [1, 13].Another determining factor for the scalability of analgorithm is the average degree of parallelism. It isseen to be [9] ap;n;k = flpPpj=1 fl(j)pjwhere flp is the total amount of oating point oper-ations and fl(j)p is the amount of oating point op-erations which are done concurrently on j processors.



For the algorithm discussed one gets from the previoussectionsfl(j)p = 8>><>>: 163 k3 � 2k2 � 13k; for j = 1143 k3 � 32k2 � 16k; for j = 2; 4; : : :; p22k(2k� 1)(n=p� k) for j = p0 else:If n=p is large most of the time is spent concurrentlyon all p processors. The average degree of parallelismis for small bandwidth and large numbers of processorsp:ap;n;k = 0@ 1 + (4k�1)(k+1)12(2k�1) pn1 + �28k2�9k�112(2k�1) log2(p)� 3k=2� pn1A p:This is for tridiagonal systems:ap;n;2 = 1 + 0:58p=n1 + (2:6 log2(p)� 3)p=n p:This shows that the algorithm is well balanced forlarge problem sizes, e.g., a103;106;2 = 980. For pen-tadiagonal systems k = 4 and soap;n;4 = 1 + 0:9p=n1 + (5 log2(p) � 6)p=n p;for example, a103;106;2 = 950.Even an algorithm which has low redundancy anda high average degree of parallelism can still performvery poorly on a distributed memory computer if it re-quires a high amount of communication. This is quiteoften the real bottleneck of many algorithms includ-ing the one discussed here. The reason for this is thatcommunication speeds are often orders of magnitudeslower than computation speeds.Communication is needed in the cyclic reductionphase of the elimination algorithm. This is done inlog2(p)�1 steps where 2k2 oating point numbers arecommunicated per sender. A simple model for thetime required to send m oating point numbers fromany processor to any other istcomm = �+ �mwhere � is the latency and � is the communicationthroughput. With this the ratio of communicationtime to computation time is modelled as� = 6(log2(p) � 1) �k� + 12k(log2(p)� 1)��6(2k � 1)(2np � 3k) + log2(p)(28k2 � 9k� 1)It is seen that for large enough n this can be madearbitrarily small but for practical cases this might beextremely large. As the data is sent in relatively smallpackets the communication latency is usually the de-termining part, especially for very small bandwidths.
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